Abstract. Clearly every Hamiltonian circle action on a compact symplectic manifold must have fixed points, due to the existence of the maximum and minimum points of the moment map. The goal of this paper is, conversely, to investigate when a symplectic circle action on a compact symplectic manifold becomes Hamiltonian in terms of the fixed point data. As a consequence, we show that if the fixed point set is non-empty and isolated then the symplectic circle action becomes Hamiltonian. The main strategy for showing this is to use a variant of the Euler number at the regular level and its change after passing a critical level.
Introduction and Main Results
It is obvious that every Hamiltonian circle action on a compact symplectic manifold must have fixed points, since the maximum and minimum of the moment map will be critical points and so fixed points. The goal of this paper is, conversely, to investigate when a symplectic circle action on a compact symplectic manifold becomes Hamiltonian in terms of the data consisting of fixed points.
It is well-known by the works [3, 5] of Frankel and McDuff that a symplectic circle action on a compact Kähler manifold or a four-dimensional compact symplectic manifold becomes Hamiltonian if the circle action has a fixed point. However, in higher dimensions bigger than four the situation is completely different, and McDuff has constructed a compact symplectic manifold of dimension 6 with a symplectic circle action which has fixed points, but which is not Hamiltonian ( [5] ). It is worth mentioning that the fixed point sets of her example are 2-dimensional tori. Moreover, as remarked by Tolman and Weitsman in the paper [9] , there have still been no known examples of symplectic but non-Hamiltonian circle actions with isolated fixed points only. Hence it is widely believed that every symplectic circle action on a compact symplectic manifold whose fixed point set is non-empty and isolated is indeed Hamiltonian.
Indeed, Tolman and Weitsman showed in [9] that a semi-free symplectic circle action with isolated fixed points only is Hamiltonian if and only if it has a fixed point. Recall that an action of a group on a manifold is called semi-free if it is free on the manifold minus the fixed point set. Our main result of this paper is the following Theorem 1.
Every symplectic circle action on a compact symplectic manifold whose fixed point set is non-empty and isolated is always Hamiltonian.
We give its proof in full generality in Section 3. Since the set of critical points of the (generalized) moment map is of at least codimension 4 as in [5] , this generalizes the well-known result due to McDuff that a compact connected symplectic manifold of dimension 4 equipped with a symplectic circle action is Hamiltonian if and only if the fixed point set is non-empty.
The main strategy of this paper is to use a variant of the Euler number at the regular level and investigate the changes of the Euler numbers after passing a critical level. This can be considered as a higher dimensional analogue to the proof of the main result in [5] . For other possible approach to the proof of Theorem 1.1, one may try to apply the Atiyah-Bott-Berlin-Vergne localization formula in [1] and [4] to obtain the change in Euler numbers of level sets after and before a critical point. However, their localization formula applies only to the moment map, but not to the generalized moment map. So this approach is unlikely to give a right answer. Moreover, another important distinction between the usual localization formula and ours is that in our situation the circle action orients the manifold at the regular level of the generalized moment map. So the Euler number is always decreasing after passing a critical level for the case of symplectic manifolds admitting a symplectic S 1 -action with only isolated fixed points. However, this important property is not needed for obtaining the general localization formula.
Finally a few remarks are in order. After writing up this paper, we are informed that in his paper [10] Weinstein has already defined the formula (2.1) of the Euler number of this paper. In particular, among many other things, he proved that the Euler number should always be rational.
We organize this paper as follows. In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1.1 only for a 6-dimensional symplectic manifold with a symplectic circle action in order to give key ideas of this paper quickly. We give a full proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 3. Finally we add a few more remarks regarding the existence of a higher dimensional symplectic manifold with a symplectic circle action that has non-isolated fixed points and is not Hamiltonian, in Section 4.
Proof of Theorem 1.1: 6-dimensional case
In this section we give a proof of Theorem 1.1 for 6-dimensional symplectic manifolds with a symplectic circle action.
Throughout the rest of this section, we assume that the compact connected symplectic manifold is of dimension 6. Let ξ denote the fundamental vector field which generates the circle action. In order to prove Theorem 1.1, note also that it suffices to consider the case that the cohomology class [ι ξ ω] is non-zero and integral, as in [5] . Then as in [7] there is a map ψ : M → S 1 such that ι ξ ω = ψ * (ds), where ds is the normalized volume form on S 1 . Here ψ is called a generalized moment map for ω. Lastly we assume that each critical point of ψ is isolated and has a neighborhood of the form
where D 2 denotes the unit disk with center zero in the complex line C. Then it will be clear that it is enough to consider only the following two cases, depending on the signs of p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 ;
(1) p 1 > 0, and p 2 and p 3 are all negative.
(2) p 1 > 0, p 2 > 0, and p 3 < 0.
Such isolated critical points of (1) and (2) will be said to be of type (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ). So the types of (1) and (2) are said to be (+, −, −) and (+, +, −), respectively, in terms of the signs of weights only. In fact, you will see soon that it is enough to consider only the first case in the proof of the main theorem. However, it is worth mentioning that going in a positive direction through an isolated critical point of type (+, −, −) is never equivalent to going in a negative direction through that of type (−, +, +), unless we reverse the orientation of the manifold M . That is, if we fix an orientation of the manifold once and for all, and if we always move in a fixed direction as in the present paper, an isolated critical point of type (+, −, −) is never equivalent to that of type (−, +, +). This also fits well with the paper [5] of McDuff.
Let F denote the non-critical level set of ψ. Then F is 5-dimensional and S 1 -invariant, and the quotient map
is an S 1 -fibration whose base B = F/S 1 is an orbifold. This means that B is a topological 4-manifold which has a differentiable structure with a finite number of conical singularities. It is a standard fact from Morse theory that as one passes a critical level in the direction of Jξ, the topological change of F can be described by a finite number of surgeries. In our case, each surgery is given by attaching the boundary
Here we identify D 2 ×D 2 with D 4 , for the sake of convenience. In fact, it is easy to see that D 2 × D 2 is S 1 -equivariantly diffeomorphic to D 4 through the map given by
Now, we first consider the case that F ′ is obtained from F by one surgery of type (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) with p 1 > 0, p 2 < 0, and p 3 < 0.
To do so, we need to explain a variant of the Euler number for the S 1 -fibration π : F → F/S 1 = B which generalizes the usual Euler number of a circle bundle over a topological 4-manifold. More precisely, first choose an
Now we define the Euler number χ(F ) of the S 1 -bundle F over B by
Here we will orient F so that for a positively oriented basis v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , and v 4 on B the vectors ξ, v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , and v 4 form a positively oriented basis on F , and it is important to note that the fact that the action of S 1 orients the manifold F will be used crucially. This is the reason why the Euler number is always decreasing after passing a critical level in the case of a symplectic manifold admitting a symplectic S 1 -action with only isolated fixed points. However, clearly this principle does not apply to smooth S 1 -manifolds. Note also that the Euler number χ(F ) is in general a rational number. Then we can prove the following 
Proof: To show it, we first choose a 1-form α 1 defined everywhere on F so that it equals
, where (r, θ 1 ) is the polar coordinate on the first factor D 2 of D 2 × D 4 , normalized so that 0 ≤ θ 1 ≤ 1. Notice that ∂D 2 × D 4 does not contribute to the Euler number χ(F ) at all.
Next we use the fact that F ′ equals F with ∂D 2 ×D 4 replaced by D 2 ×∂D 4 . To do so, let (s, θ 2 ) denote the polar coordinates on the first factor D 2 of D 4 = D 2 ×D 2 , and (t, θ 3 ) the second factor D 2 of D 4 = D 2 ×D 2 , normalized so that 0 ≤ θ 2 , θ 3 ≤ 1. Let ψ(s) be a smooth increasing function which is 0 near s = 0 and 1 near s = 1, and ρ(t) a smooth increasing function which is 0 near t = 0 and 1 near t = 1. Then we define a smooth 1-form δ on
Then clearly we have δ(ξ) = 1. Moreover, it is easy to obtain
which is a positive volume form on ∂D 4 except for the gluing torus ∂D 2 × ∂D 2 , i.e., δ gives a nonnegative and positive somewhere confoliation on ∂D 4 in the sense of [8] .
Let
where ϕ is a smooth function which is 0 near r = 0 and 1 near r = 1. Then it is easy to see that β(ξ) = 1. Moreover, it is straightforward to compute
Hence the integral of −β ∧ (dβ) 2 over D 2 × ∂D 4 is given by
Here we need to be careful about orientations. That is, the boundaries ∂D 2 of the second and last factors D 2 of D 2 × D 2 × D 2 are oriented according to the action of S 1 , so that the integral of dθ 2 (resp. dθ 3 ) over {a point} × ∂D 2 × {a point} (resp. {a point} × {a point} × ∂D 2 ) is −1. (See [5] for the orientation issues, and note that the action of S 1 orients the boundary of D 2 , but not dθ i for i = 1, 2, 3.) This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Remark 2.2. In fact, it is possible to construct a smooth 1-form δ on ∂D 4 = S 3 for the proof of Lemma 2.1 satisfying the following two properties:
(1) δ(ξ) = 1 and ι ξ dδ = 0.
(2) δ ∧ dδ gives a positive volume form on ∂D 4 .
To be precise, consider a 2-plane field ζ whose associated Reeb vector field is ξ. Since every homotopy class of 2-plane fields on ∂D 4 as a 2-plane field contains a positive contact structure (probably overtwisted), just choose a positive contact 1-form δ on ∂D 4 in the homotopy class ζ.
Next, we shall consider the case that F ′ is obtained from F by one surgery of type (p 1 
Proof: This time F ′ equals F with ∂D 4 × D 2 replaced by D 4 × ∂D 2 . As before, let us choose a 1-form α 1 defined everywhere on F so that it equals δ in the image of ∂D 4 × D 2 , where as before δ is a smooth 1-form on ∂D 4 = S 3 so that δ(ξ) = 1 for the fundamental vector field ξ generated by the S 1 -action and so that
Let α 2 equal α 1 outside D 4 ×∂D 2 in F ′ , and equal β inside D 4 ×∂D 2 defined by
where θ is the polar coordinate on the boundary of the second factor D 2 of D 4 × D 2 , normalized so that 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, r denotes the radius of D 4 , and ϕ is a smooth function of r which is 0 near r = 0 and 1 near r = 1. It is also true that we have β(ξ) = 1. Moreover, it is straightforward to compute
Hence the integral of −β ∧ (dβ) 2 over D 4 × ∂D 2 is given by
where we used in the second equality the fact that the boundary ∂D 2 of the last factor D 2 of D 4 × D 2 is oriented according to the action of S 1 , so that the integral of dθ over {a point} × ∂D 2 is −1. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3.
Finally we are ready to prove the main Theorem 1.1 as follows.
Theorem 2.4. Let (M, ω) be a compact connected symplectic manifold of dimension 6 equipped with a symplectic circle action. If the fixed point set is non-empty and isolated, then the symplectic circle action must be Hamiltonian.
Proof: We show this theorem by contradiction. So suppose that (M, ω) is a 6-dimensional symplectic manifold with a symplectic circle action such that ι ξ ω is not exact. Then, as before we may assume that ω has a generalized moment map ψ : M → S 1 .
Consider the regular level set F s = ψ −1 (s) as s moves around S 1 . Clearly the Euler number χ(F s ) is constant except where s passes through a critical point in which case it always decreases by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3. This implies that since after going around the whole circle in the counterclockwise manner (of course, we do not go backward around the circle), one must return to the initial position, there cannot be any critical points at all. This is obviously a contradiction.
Finally we close this section by illustrating an example which we have learned. This fits well with our way of proving Theorem 2.4.
Example 2.5. Consider the diagonal action of a circle on the product S 2 × S 2 × S 2 of three 2-dimensional spheres of equal radius. Then the circle action is actually Hamiltonian with a Hamiltonian function H whose critical values are the minimum equal to 0, maximum equal to 3, and two saddle critical values equal to 1 and 2. By the definition of the diagonal action, the critical level H = 1 has three critical points of type (+, +, −), while the critical level H = 2 has three other critical points of type (−, −, +).
Since the maximum has a critical point of type (−, −, −) and the minimum has a critical point of type (+,+,+), the circle action on the level H = 1/2 induces the Hopf S 1 -fibration on the 5-dimensional sphere with the standard multiplication, but that on the level H = 5/2 induces the Hopf S 1 -fibration on the 5-dimensional sphere with the multiplication with its weight equal to −1. Thus these actions have the absolute equal Euler numbers with the opposite signs. This shows that after a suitable normalization the change of the Euler number decreases by −1/3 (say) just after one saddle critical point, and after all six saddle critical points of type (+, +, −) or (−, −, +) we finally obtain the Euler number −1 at the regular level H = 5/2 starting from the Euler number +1 at the regular level H = 1/2. Note that our Euler number is in general a rational number. In the calculation of the present paper we are just concerned with the change of the Euler numbers after passing a critical level.
For such a 4-dimensional Hamiltonian symplectic S 1 -manifold, consider the product S 2 × S 2 of two 2-spheres with four critical points. This case has two saddle critical points of types (+, −) and (−, +). Whenever we pass the saddle critical point the Euler number decreases by −1. So, they do not cancel out for us to obtain the Euler number −1 at the regular level H = 3/2 (say). (See Section V.-3.2.3 of [2] for analogous situations.)
General Cases
In this section we generalize Theorem 2.4 to any 2n-dimensional compact connected symplectic manifold with a symplectic circle action for n ≥ 4.
As in Section 2, let ξ denote the fundamental vector field which generates the circle action. We assume without loss of generality that the cohomology class [ι ξ ω] is non-zero and integral. Let ψ : M → S 1 be the generalized moment map for ω. That is, we have ι ξ ω = ψ * (ds), where ds is the normalized volume form on S 1 . Let F denote the non-critical level set of ψ. Lastly we assume that each critical point of ψ is isolated and has a neighborhood of the form D 2 × · · · × D 2 with S 1 -action given by
where D 2 denotes the unit disk with center zero in the complex line C. Then we should have various surgery types, depending on the signs of p 1 , . . . , p n as in Section 2. For the sake of simplicity, however, we shall consider only the following two cases, in detail: either the (2n − 1)-dimensional F ′ is obtained from F by one surgery of type (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) with p 1 > 0 and p 2 , . . . , p n < 0 or F ′ is obtained from F by one surgery of type (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p n ) with p 1 , p 2 > 0 and p 3 , . . . , p n < 0. The proofs of other remaining cases are completely similar, so we leave its proof to the reader.
Thus if the (2n − 1)-dimensional F ′ is obtained from F by one surgery of type (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) with p 1 > 0 and p 2 , . . . , p n < 0, then as in Section 2 we use the 1-form β given by
where ϕ, θ, and δ are the same as those in Section 2, so that the integral ∂D 2(n−1) δ ∧ (dδ) n−2 is equal to the volume of ∂D 2(n−1) up to a positive constant. Then it is easy to compute
Hence the integral of −β ∧ (dβ) n−1 over D 2 × ∂D 2(n−1) is given by
Hence we have shown the following lemma, depending on the type of the isolated fixed point: 
where C denotes a positive constant depending only on the surgery type (in particular, on p 2 , . . . , p n ).
On the other hand, if F ′ is obtained from F by one surgery of type (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p n ) with p 1 , p 2 > 0 and p 3 , . . . , p n < 0, then we use the 1-form β given by
where ϕ is the same as in Section 2 for the radius r of D 4 ∼ = D 2 × D 2 , and η (resp. δ) is a nonnegative and somewhere positive confoliation on the boundary of D 2 × D 2 (resp. D 2(n−2) of the first two factors (resp. the last n − 2 factors) of D 2 × D 2 × D 2 × · · · D 2 , associated to the fundamental vector field generated by the S 1 -action on D 2 × D 2 . Note that those confoliations η and δ depend only on the type of the isolated fixed points, i.e., p 1 and p 2 (resp. p 3 , . . . , p n ). Then once again we can show
Thus the integral of −β ∧ (dβ) n−1 over D 4 × ∂D 2(n−2) is given by
Thus we again have shown the following lemma, depending on the type of the isolated fixed point: 
where C denotes a positive constant depending only on the surgery type (in particular, on p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ).
It is obvious that we can obtain similar results for other remaining surgery types by using the same method as in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
Remark 3.3. It is possible to determine exactly the constant C in the above Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 by more careful analysis. But we do not so, because the positivity of the constant C is only an important point of our paper. Now we are ready to state the following theorem whose proof is exactly the same as that of Theorem 2.4. 
Further Remarks
Now a few final remarks are in order. In symplectic geometry it has been one of the interesting problems to find conditions under which a symplectic circle action is Hamiltonian (see [5] ). Of course, if the symplectic manifold is simply connected it follows from the very definition that any symplectic circle action must be Hamiltonian. There are also some nontrivial cases for which we can guarantee that a symplectic circle action be Hamiltonian (e.g., see [6] ). In particular, T. Frankel showed in [3] that a circle action preserving the complex structure and the Kähler form on a compact Kähler manifold is Hamiltonian if and only if it has a fixed point. However, note that the result of Frankel applies only for the Kähler case. As remarked in Section 1, McDuff proved the same result for any compact connected symplectic manifold of dimension 4 with a symplectic circle action in the paper [5] . However, in the same paper she also exhibited a 6-dimensional symplectic manifold (M, ω) with a symplectic circle action such that ξ has zero but ι ξ ω is not exact. This shows that the result of Frankel does not hold for 6-dimensional symplectic manifolds. Now we can ask whether any such examples of higher dimensions greater than 6 can exist. Indeed, it is easy to see that we can construct such an 8-dimensional (or higher dimensional) symplectic manifold by simply taking a product of the 6-dimensional symplectic manifold of McDuff with S 2 equipped with the natural circle action given by rotating S 2 about the axis passing through the north and south pole. To see it more precisely, consider the product symplectic manifold (M ×S 2 , Ω), where η is a symplectic 2-form on S 2 and Ω = ω ⊕ η. If the product manifold equipped with the symplectic form Ω is Hamiltonian then there must be a moment map µ on M × S 2 such that ι ξ Ω = dµ. But it is also true that ι ξ η = dν for some function on S 2 . Hence we should have
But this is a contradiction. Again in this case the fixed point sets are 2-dimensional tori as in [5] . In order to get 2n-dimensional such examples (n ≥ 5), one can simply take the product of the 6-dimensional symplectic manifold of McDuff with n − 3 copies of S 2 with the standard circle action. Then the same argument as above applied to such higher dimensional symplectic manifolds shows that there exists a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold (M, ω) with a symplectic circle action such that ξ has zero but ι ξ ω is not exact. This also shows that our main result is very sharp in a certain sense.
